






Teaching w/ Primary Sources Poll

What is your experience using artifacts and/or 
resources from the Library of Congress?

I am very familiar and have used them in my lessons.

I have heard of them but have not used them.

I am new  to all of this and hope to learn something tonight!



Webinar Goals:

Provide some ideas about how to use artifacts 
centered around music/history

Incorporate some instructional strategies

Share some of your ideas

Learn how to access the resources



Inquiry-Based Model

Observe

Reflect

“Inquiry is a process of learning that is driven by questioning, 
thoughtful investigating, making sense of information, and 

developing new understandings.”  ~Stripling (2008)

Question

Investigate



Artistic Processes

Create   Perform   Respond   Connect



Connect and Respond Using Music



Process Components
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Discussion Diamond
● What was this music used for?
● What words describe this music?
● What is happening in the music?
● What does this music remind you 

of?

Accountability
Individual Input

Consensus Building
Hook

Builds Background 
Knowledge

OBSERVE



Fantasy on an Early American 
Marching Tune
Robert Sheldon

Based on the theme “The Girl I Left Behind Me”

● What was this music used for?
● What words describe this music?
● What is happening in the music?
● What does this music remind 
       you of?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZR2AF6e5zXU


Band Unit on John Philip Sousa

Composer research:

     Sousa background 

     Timeline of his life

     Biography/Article

     Recordings of marches

     Manuscript parts

     Printed parts

     Posters

     Sample sheet music

Musical Form

Expression

Application
to Performance

Interview



How Might You Use These Artifacts?
 

How can we motivate students to connect them to the content?

● Biographies - Sousa’s (1854-1932) 

● Connect music to a period of history

● Timeline -  Connect events to others throughout this    

  pre-World War I time period

● Highlight music that was pragmatic &  became popular

● Construct a timeline of popular music of their own time

INVESTIGATE  QUESTION   SELECT  



Some Sousa LOC Artifacts



Writing in the Content Area

Music and Writing: 

For music educators who know the infamous conductor 

Frederic Fennell, students can read about some of Sousa’s 

famous marches in the article The Sousa March: A Personal 

View, written from Fennell’s perspective. 

How might students write about a piece they are 

performing from THEIR perspective?

https://www.loc.gov/item/ihas.200152754/
https://www.loc.gov/item/ihas.200152754/


Compare and Contrast

Describe what you see?

How is the music from this 
time different than your 
modern day ensemble 
music?

If someone created this 
today, what would be 
different?

It might lead to a discussion about how technology 
has changed over time.

EVALUATE



Connecting Artifacts to the Classroom

● Analyze the form
● Investigate occasions when certain music was used
● Compare and contrast 2 musical examples
● Ask students  if they were to compose a piece, what event might it 

be used for and how they might use musical elements

Include composer diversity
Contemporary female composer of a march -

Virginia Allen - “Women of the Podium” March - Grade 2.5

Observe Reflect Question 

Investigate



Dig a Little Deeper...With the Musical Elements



Musical Elements -  “Word Bank”



The Musical Element of Form
Aural

Listen to the  March
Listen to specific instruments or parts

Visual
Follow the  form in the music

Create a map of the form

Written
Identify the sections of the form

Answer questions about what they hear

Kinesthetic
Create movement for the form

Card sort - map out/label the form



March Form Diagram (Saunders, M.C.)



Chris Bernotas
Pony Express, Gr. 3

Pony Express reminds us of a time when the fastest way to deliver 
a message was on horseback, riding across the plains, 

mountains and desert. 





Inquiry With Maps

Observe:
Describe what you see.
What do you notice first?
What graphical elements do you see?
What place or places does the map show?

Reflect:
Why do you think this map was made?
Who do you think the audience was for this map?
If this map was made today, what would be different? 
What would be the same?  



Extension With Inquiry
Beginning:
Have students write a brief description of the map in their own 
words. 
 
Intermediate:
Study three or more maps of a city or state at different time 
periods. Arrange them in chronological order. Discuss clues to 
the correct sequence. 
 
Advanced:
Search for maps of a city or state from different periods, then 
compile a list of changes over time and other differences and 
similarities between the maps. 



Composition Exercises

● Intentional exercises built around 
● Purposeful + guided listening
● Composition exercises

Focus:  meter and rhythm



Guided Listening

Do you think the music reflects the title?

Be creative and think of your own title.

What does the music make you think of?

How do you think the rhythm of the music can 
influence your own writing of a piece of music.

Specific section - Close your eyes. What images do 
you see? If you were going to paint a picture, what 
would it be of?



Pony Express
Concert Band, by Chris Bernotas

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dUuWOm1RuLk


Goodman (2020), in a review of articles, 
posed three questions around...

Culturally  

Relevant

 Pedagogy   



1. What steps might teachers take to inform themselves 

about their students' cultures and communities? 

2. How might teachers go about incorporating this 

knowledge of their students into a new culturally 

relevant disposition or mindset? 

3. Despite the assertion that culturally relevant 

pedagogy is a mindset rather than a set of strategies, 

does it seem useful to also design sets of strategies 

that teachers who may not have the time or impulse 

to develop a mindset could use? 



Q: What steps might teachers take to inform 
themselves about their students'               

cultures and communities?

A: Expand Their Teacher Playlists
aka 

Avoid Sounding 
Like a Broken Record

Cultural Relevance



Student Playlists
After studying popular music of a certain time period…

We can ask students to focus on popular music of 
THEIR time…

● Create a personal playlist
● Interview friend/family member about their playlist
● Create a playlist similar to one in the style of…
● Curate a playlist for someone else



LOC National Jukebox



A Movement for Rosa - by Mark Camphouse

Jared Cassedy - Lexington Public Schools, MA

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1A4xP3HBj98azs_sRF-iP_p-SZ3z9_MKJ/preview


A Movement For Rosa
Concert Band, by Mark Camphouse

Content:
Rosa’s story through letters, her diary, photographs, 

news clippings

Customize:
● Frame her life through the lens of students in the school
● Define terms - race, micro aggression
● SEL themes - connecting to one’s self, others, community
● 6-word Biography idea
● We Shall Overcome theme - what is the “someday” - singing
● Protest videos

Value:
“Combining a high quality music experience with investment of 
‘self’ and what the music stands for, along with resources that 

augment the experience, make the music more real for our 
students.”



Rosa Parks Artifacts

Reflections

Arrest Record



A Movement For Rosa
Concert Band, Mark Camphouse

Section 1 - Early Years

Section 2 - Racial Strife in Montgomery

Section 3 - Quiet Strength and Serenity - We Shall Overcome

Final Measures - Racism’s Lingering Presence

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HarGdcmR7sQ&t=570


Hail to the New Chief
Music for the Inauguration

Audio Recordings of Marine’s 
Hymn & Stars and Stripes Forever

Conversations with members of 
“The President's Own”
United States  Marine Band

Hail to the Chief- 19th c. piece of music



Integrity Fanfare & March
by Julie Giroux

Julie Giroux writes…

...Integrity, Virtue, Morality, Truthfulness, 
Accountability and Pride. When I thought of these 
words as a composer, I heard a fanfare, a 
processional and a march. Not all at the same time, 
but more of a melding of all three. A fanfare that 
states “We are here;” a procession that states “We 
are prepared;” and a march that states “Lets GO!”



What do you hear happening in the music? 

What do you think this music is used for? 

What qualities do you associate with this fanfare? 

What would your fanfare include? 

Who would you write a fanfare for and what would be 
included in the musical ideas?

Integrity March & 

Fanfare

for Concert Band

by Julie Giroux

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K05T8JhWKz0


Summary
Customizing learning

Social emotional connections

Expanding our playlists

Music reflective of events

Connecting to daily life/history

Combining styles/genres

Connections to current 
events/issues

Inquiry-based learning

Musical elements

Multiple modalities

Higher level thinking

Self-directed learners

Engaging instructional strategies

Cultural relevance



Artifacts We 
Reviewed

Audio Recordings
Manuscripts

Notated Music
Reflections

Personal Items
Photos

Playlists
Essays

Biographies
Maps

Collections

To Be Explored...

● Video Recordings
● Informant Interviews
● Instruments
● Field Notes

So much music in the 
Jukebox!!



http://bit.ly/TPSERwebinar
http://bit.ly/TPS-music



